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Abstract: The article gives us an insight into the key issues of car sharing and its impact on urban sus-
tainability. A selection of 314 articles published in peer-reviewed journals from the Scopus database
were analysed using Leximancer 5.0 for Automated Content analysis. A total of seven themes were
identified explaining the researched topic of the car sharing situation in Europe, which are sharing,
economy, model, systems, electrical car sharing, policy and travel. There are two ways of sharing
owned cars in Europe; access to cars from the fleet of private organisations and P2P car sharing.
Sustainable environmental solutions in the context of the electrification of cars are used. Car sharing
usually takes place online and can be free or for a fee as defined by The European Economic and
Social Committee. The article provides an overview of understanding the concept of urban car
sharing in Europe.
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1. Introduction

This article aims to provide an overview of understanding the concept of urban car
sharing, whose growth and development has been influenced by the recent financial crisis
that caused an economic recession in both the US and Europe between 2007 and mid-2009,
the emergence of the fourth industrial revolution that introduces new digital solutions for
car sharing, the different social value system of the younger generations Y and Z, and the
breakout of COVID-19 in 2020.

In the context of the fourth industrial revolution, which accelerated the development
of community-based digital platforms and the use of Big Data, there was a boom in the
sharing economy as a peer-to-peer (P2P) economic model whose activities are associated
with the acquisition, provision or sharing of goods and services between individuals or
between businesses and individuals (B2C) and business-to-business (B2B) [1]. One of
the essential characteristics of sharing is that it can be free or pays the cost of sharing.
The sharing economy’s first applications were observed in durable goods such as cars and
houses [2].

Socio-demographic factors are also important for the growth of the car sharing model
in the last decade. It is evident that younger generations have a somewhat different value
system and do not consider material goods ownership as necessary. As a result, they are
increasingly advocating a sharing economy, an economy that values universal access over
ownership [3,4]. In this way, a good is available to multiple users, and there is no longer an
intermediary between the provider and the demander. People are enthusiastic about this
concept because it entails lower costs of use or rent. In addition to the financial savings,
it also brings savings in storage space and, last but not least, it has an ecological touch,
because fewer things usually cause less waste [5,6].

The article focuses on the analysis of academic texts written by social researchers
dealing not only with environmental issues in cities where car sharing plays a positive role
in the social environment but also with the problems they face in cities where a ride-hailing
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type of car sharing service such as Uber (so-called social cost of Uber) [7–9] is introduced,
and finally with the influence of the COVID-19 [10,11] on the changes of the service to
provide a safe and sustainable sharing business model. Considering the far-reaching
importance of the sharing economy, the article explores the car sharing model’s significance
and situation in Europe. Based on the academic work, the authors developed a research
question: what are the core problems of car sharing as a sustainable economic model in
Europe?

In Germany, the largest market for car sharing in Europe—the number of users has
increased from 0.26 million in 2012 to 1.29 million in 2020 [12]—have also been recognised
the risks of this economic model. For example, experts point out that there is no planned
decline in car ownership, that there are differences between urban and regional areas,
that Germans have a particularly emotional attachment to car ownership and that younger
users value high-performance cars from well-known brands [13]. Car sharing providers in
Europe also face local legislation problems, differences in consumer behaviour and local
transport competition 9. In Germany, for example, a court in Frankfurt has banned Uber
from operating as a ride-hailing service in 2019 [14]. It is also worth mentioning the impact
of the coronavirus pandemic and possible phenomena in the coming years that could
affect the model’s performance. The general criticism of the sharing economy refers to the
regulatory uncertainty, the lack of government supervision, and the security of the online
platform users’ information. When sharing information with the online platform, it is also
important to know the possibility of racial and/or sexual bias due to algorithms [15,16].

This review article presents a car sharing economy based on the analysis of research
articles published over a period from 2011 to 2020. Since there are many articles, it is
necessary to adopt an alternative analytical approach that can effectively and successfully
categorise large amounts of data. It is this analysed data that enables the researcher to
explain the research phenomenon adequately and comprehensibly. For the topic discussed
here, the automated content analysis (ACA) method was used to identify key themes and
concepts of interest to the researcher [17].

This thesis consists of the following sections: introduction, followed by the research
method, including data collection and literature selection. The following chapters contain
data analysis and ACA findings. The paper concludes with a discussion of the findings and
conclusions, including a comparative analysis of the results, research limitations, and future
research suggestions.

2. Data Sources and Method
2.1. Data Source and Data Collection

The selection of the papers was made in the following steps. In the first step, the au-
thors used the Scopus platform to search for and identify the scientific articles on thematic
car sharing in Europe. The authors used a logical combination of keywords to find the rele-
vant article: TITLE-ABS-KEY (*Carsharing) AND Europe. The Scopus database contains
articles from 2011 to 2020. Of all articles, the authors have selected only those published
in peer-reviewed journals, while have omitted publications in books and conference pro-
ceedings. The review of the articles was limited to those written in English. The search
result within Scopus yielded a selection of 314 articles published in peer-reviewed journals.
After a thorough review of the abstracts and full texts, 70 irrelevant articles were excluded,
i.e., those that did not consider the research phenomenon’s importance. In this way, it was
used to analyse 244 articles published in 127 journals. The systematic literature review is
prepared according to the Prisma 2009 technique presented in Figure 1 [18].
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Figure 1. Prisma 2009 flow diagram.

Most of the articles selected for further analysis are from the next scientific journals:
Sustainability Switzerland (21), Journal Of Cleaner Production (12), Transportation Re-
search Part A Policy And Practice (10), Transport Policy (8), Transportation Research Part
D Transport And Environment (7), International Journal Of Sustainable Transportation (6),
Transportation Research Record (6), World Electric Vehicle Journal (6), Applied Energy (5),
Research In Transportation Economics (5), Journal Of Advanced Transportation (4), Journal
Of Transport Geography (4), Sustainable Cities And Society (4), Technological Forecasting
And Social Change (4), Transportation Science (4), European Journal of Operational Re-
search (3), International Journal of Automotive Technology and Management (3), Research
in Transportation Business and Management (3), Scientific Reports (3), Transport Reviews
(3), Transportation Research Part B Methodological (3), Travel Behaviour and Society (3).

2.2. Method

The ACA method is a method for the qualitative and quantitative synthesis of the
literature. It is a text-mining tool that uses text parsing and machine learning and focuses
on pattern recognition and prediction from data. ACA uses a set of statistical algorithms
that can detect concepts in a text [19]. The concepts discovered by the ACA are defined
as groups of words that are strongly related in the literature and, therefore, represent a
common theme [20]. Leximancer performs content analysis after three stages of the ACA
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process. In the first step, Leximancer identifies concepts using concept seeds extracted
from the literature by uncontrolled seeding or provided by the researcher with controlled
seeding. In the second step, the ACA Leximancer defines each concept. In the last step,
the ACA ranks the concepts according to the weights [21].

3. Results

Leximancer created 35 concepts and seven themes from 244 articles published in
127 journals. The authors set the slider Visible Concepts to 100% and rotated the model
for 76 degrees. The theme size was moved from 33% (automatic) to 47%. A theme is
defined as a group or composite of concepts that share common features or connections,
as indicated by their spatial proximity in the concept map. The names of themes present
the most prominent concepts in related concepts [17]. Table 1 shows themes, hits and
related concepts.

Table 1. Themes and concepts.

Theme Hits Concept

sharing 1097 sharing, car, transport, mobility, cities, services, urban, sustainable, environmental, development
systems 968 systems, use, vehicle, public, potential, users, service, private, energy

economy 389 economy, social, benefits, innovation, countries
model 367 model, factors, information, market, proposed, power
policy 360 policy, provide, network, impact, quality, management, tube
travel 267 travel, cars, modes, people

electric car sharing 247 electric car sharing, cost, time, work

Figure 2 shows the related concepts that are connected to the themes, which are
presented in circles. Themes on a Leximancer concept map are heat mapped, and this means
that hot colours (red, orange) denote the most important themes, while cool colours (blue,
green) denote those less critical [22]. The themes are »sharing«, «systems«, »economy«,
»model«, »policy«, » travel« and »electrical car sharing«.

Figure 2 shows that the circles of specific themes overlap with the circles of other
themes, forming cross-sections that contain individual concepts, which fall into both over-
lapping themes. For example, the theme »sharing« overlaps with the themes »economy»,
travel«, »policy« and »systems«. The theme »travel« overlaps with the themes »systems«
and »policy«. The theme »systems« overlaps with the themes »sharing«, »policy«, »travel«,
»model« and »electric car sharing». The theme »electric car sharing« overlaps with the
themes »systems« The theme »model« overlaps with the themes »systems« and »policy«.
The theme »economy« overlaps with the themes »sharing« and »policy«.

The concept »car« lies between the intersection of the themes »sharing« and »travel«.
The concept »modes« lies between the intersection of the themes »sharing«, »travel« and
»systems«. The concept »people« lies between the intersection of the theme’s» travel« and
»systems«. The concepts »public«, »private« and »services« lie between the intersection
of the themes »sharing« and »systems«. The concept »environmental« lies between the
intersection of the themes »policy« and »sharing«. The concepts »potential« and »ser-
vice« lie between the intersection of the themes »systems« and »policy«. The concepts
»work«, »time« and »energy« lie between the themes »systems« and »electrical car sharing«.
The concepts »market«, »factor« and »information« lie between the themes »model« and
»policy«. Finally, the concepts »countries«, »social« and »benefits« lie between the themes
»policy« and »economy«.
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4. Discussion

With Leximancer 5.0 for ACA, seven themes were identified explaining the car sharing
situation in Europe. The seven themes (see Figure 2) regarding the car sharing situation in
Europe are Sharing, Economy, Model, Systems, Electrical car sharing, Policy and Travel.

4.1. Fundamentals of Car Sharing
4.1.1. The Review of Car Sharing Development

The emergence of online internet or digital platforms (thematic: sharing) has had a
major impact on the introduction and further development and growth of sharing goods
and services in society [23]. The concept of sharing goods and services has been around
before the launching of the internet. In the UK, so-called small car sharing was known in
the 1970s [24].

In the pre-internet era, the costs associated with finding partners for sharing and
creating contracts were paramount. However, the risks associated with sharing before
the internet were mainly related to the limited and more difficult to access information
about the offer itself, the provider’s reliability, and the validity of the contracts [25]. The in-
troduction of the internet has significantly impacted reducing transaction costs between
unknown participants in the sharing process. From an economic point of view, transaction
costs present all the costs and difficulties (risks) associated with carrying out an economic
transaction [26]. In the pre-internet era, the costs associated with finding partners (in
newspapers or from mouth to mouth) in the process of sharing and creating contracts were
of utmost importance. In Figure 3 are exposed to the main characteristics of the sharing
model development.
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The sharing economy’s fundamental concept is based on the emphasis on the ability,
the possibility, and the personal preference of individuals to borrow goods or services
instead of buying and owning them. The sharing economy thus enables individuals to
monetise underutilised resources. Underutilised resources range from real estate to cars to
products such as tools, toys, and clothing. Sharing can be free of charge, or the user pays
the sharing costs [2].

The European Economic and Social Committee has defined the sharing economy
(theme policy) as a system in which property and services are shared between private
individuals, and sharing can be free or for a fee, usually taking place online. The European
Commission states that the economics of cooperation refers to business models. Certain
economic activities are facilitated by cooperation platforms that create an open market for
the temporary use of goods or services that private individuals often provide. In this case,
the sharing economy is not limited to activities in which the ownership of a good change,
but in most cases implies activities aimed at creating and gaining profit, but it can also refer
to voluntary activities (theme economy) [27].

The digitalisation enables the next step in the development of sharing economy. It en-
ables a peer-to-peer (P2P) economic model whose activities are related to the acquiring,
providing or sharing access to goods and services between individuals or between busi-
nesses and individuals (B2C) and business to business (B2B) [1]. The digital platforms
allow faster search sharing providers of goods services and do their transactions through
standard contracts that are already met in sharing through online platforms, the process
itself is completed through payment services over the internet. The development of digital
services has enabled a reduction in transaction costs and greater legal certainty for the
tenant, especially with the emergence of blockchain as a disruptive technology that enables
smart contracts [28]. In recent years, blockchain technology has spread. It is widely known
through the cryptocurrency Bitcoin [29], which, together with credit cards and other digital
payment solutions (e.g., mobile applications), forms a digital payment system that is also
becoming one of the advantages of digital sharing platform services [30,31]. In practice,
digital platforms allow providers to share goods or services, reduce transaction costs and
mitigate business risks, but platforms must collect and share information about individ-
ual users’ past behaviour and reliability. The consumer’s role in the sharing economy
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has evolved in two directions, with consumers acting as both acquirers and providers of
resources. Digital platforms also allow consumers to approve resource providers [32].

Two groups of business models of car sharing have emerged [33,34]:

• Private organisations (operators) that own a car fleet and enable users that they have
access to the cars from the fleet;

• P2P car sharing is going for organisations that offer to customers, both the owner and
the car user. The digital platform enables customers to search, reserving, signing the
contract and an insurance and paying.

The P2P car sharing also include a sub-form. It is going for the non-profit type of
sharing economy, where goods and services are provided for free (or sometimes for a
modest subscription) between the closed group. The juristic characteristic of this type is
that the user is signing the contract with the car owner only once, while by commercial
type of car sharing, where a business provides a service to customers the contract has to
be signed every time before the beginning of the car sharing service [28,29]. In Figure 4,
characteristics of both types are shown.

The fundamental dividing line between the definition of car sharing and car rental
itself is that car sharing is about the ability to share a car on demand. The demarcation
coincides with the idea of providing a public car that can be used as easily as a private
car. The concept itself has gained momentum in the last decade by introducing internet
technologies and smart devices [24,35]. Collaborative car sharing has taken on a new
organisational form centred around digital platforms and smart applications to deliver car
sharing services [36–38]. For example, the process of renting a car and the fact that access to
the car is not autonomous is more reminiscent of traditional car rental in providers such as
Avant2go and Giro car share in Slovenia. However, peer-to-peer providers have also started
to experiment with other procedural plans, such as introducing advanced technology to
open up private cars, which will enable a new type of car sharing in the future. With peer-
to-peer technology development, it will probably be possible to distinguish between a
private and a public car (thematic systems) [39].

4.1.2. Car Sharing Types of Services

In the last ten years, two types of car sharing services in Europe (and the world)
were developed. As shown in Figure 5, the transportation model is subdivided into so-
called transportation by ride-hailing services, as is the case with Europe Uber and the
US-based Lyft. Here, an object is rented together with labor, i.e., human capital, and implies,
for example, the rental of a car or other vehicle with the person driving it [40]. In Europe,
there is an outcry among taxi drivers because, in their opinion, Uber provides taxi services
without a license [41].

According to car sharing in Europe research [32] it can be concluded as it is shown in
Figure 6 that operational characteristic of the European car sharing providers with an own
fleet based on:

1. Roundtrip station-based or “back to base”: a shared car has to be picked up and
returned to the same (dedicated) parking spot.

2. Roundtrip home zone-based: a shared car has to be picked up and returned to the
same area/(home)zone of the city. (No dedicated parking spots are in play).

3. Free-floating with operational area: a shared car can be picked up and returned in
a large operational area. In most cases it is a whole city or even a different city. (No
dedicated parking spots are in play).

4. Free-floating with pool-stations: a shared car can be pick up and returned in a large
operational area but always in dedicated pool stations. In most cases it is a whole city
or even a different city. This kind of service is also known in the literature as one-way
station-based car sharing.
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In theory, some concerns can be identified that ride-hailing can be a part of the sharing
economy. There is evidence in various research papers that this form should be classified
as an on-demand or gig economy [42–44].
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range of people [31,32,48]. The research findings also emphasise the role of car sharing in 
urban environments, as it is a sustainable environmental solution in the context of the 
electrification of cars (the topic of electric cars). Thus, such a model ensures that no harm-
ful emissions are produced, and the sustainable aspect of this car sharing model is further 
emphasised by the use of electricity from renewable sources [49–52]. The increasing pop-
ularity of the car sharing model in recent times is based on electric vehicle fleets’ design. 
Electric vehicles are more suitable than a car with an internal combustion engine. Electric 
vehicles are characterised by lower operating costs so that the additional price of an elec-
tric vehicle pays for itself more quickly in shared fleets than if one person only uses it [53–
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Policymakers in European countries are increasingly supporting electric car sharing 
schemes to reduce congestion-related pollution and reduce the need for additional road 
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tive environmental impacts. It is also important to note that automobile producers them-
selves have launched their electric car sharing offerings, and they have done so largely to 
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Figure 6. Operational characteristic of the European car sharing providers with an own fleet based.

The second type of service is based on sharing (or renting) the property itself, such as
renting a car, bike, or another form of transportation. The second type of collaborative
transportation service is based on sharing (or renting) the property itself, such as renting a
car, bike, or another form of transportation. It is going for a car sharing platform between
individuals, such as GetAround, and corporate car sharing platforms such as, e.g., Enjoy or
ZipCar or Car2Go. The Uber allows individuals, drivers to provide transportation, taxi
services using their private cars. The Zipcar platform allows individuals to rent a car for
shorter distances, such as a short trip or a grocery store trip [30]. Some of the companies
in this segment of the sharing economy are ZipCar in the United Kingdom [41], Car2Go
in Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain [45] and
Autolib in Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdom [46]. Bikes
can be rented through the Spinlister [47].

According to the theory, the car sharing model represents an example of a sharing
economy, where lending rather than owning an asset is the access to a service that allows
better use of the shared asset, making it much cheaper and more accessible to a wider
range of people [31,32,48]. The research findings also emphasise the role of car sharing
in urban environments, as it is a sustainable environmental solution in the context of
the electrification of cars (the topic of electric cars). Thus, such a model ensures that no
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harmful emissions are produced, and the sustainable aspect of this car sharing model is
further emphasised by the use of electricity from renewable sources [49–52]. The increasing
popularity of the car sharing model in recent times is based on electric vehicle fleets’ design.
Electric vehicles are more suitable than a car with an internal combustion engine. Electric
vehicles are characterised by lower operating costs so that the additional price of an electric
vehicle pays for itself more quickly in shared fleets than if one person only uses it [53–55].

Policymakers in European countries are increasingly supporting electric car sharing
schemes to reduce congestion-related pollution and reduce the need for additional road
infrastructure. The provision of shared electric vehicles thus multiplies the effect of positive
environmental impacts. It is also important to note that automobile producers themselves
have launched their electric car sharing offerings, and they have done so largely to find
new ways to regulate congestion and change consumer attitudes [56].

The European car sharing sector hosts a mix of both local players and global OEMs.
Our analysis shows that overall, about 45 percent of car sharing providers in Europe already
operate a 100% electric fleet and that this trend is increasing. Experts argue that sharing
electric vehicles paves the way for private adoption of electric vehicles, an argument that
makes OEMs a better fit. Other concerns revolve around enforcement of laws, such as
low-emission zones in cities, while smaller players often cite faith. Take, for example, Aimo
(Stockholm), InnogyGo! (Warsaw) Alternatively, ELoop (Vienna) has started building
electric-only fleets in their home cities. OEM-funded services for most cities, i.e., fully
electric in several cities, will increase electric vehicles’ overall share in the total fleet.
Simultaneously, about 35% of vehicle owners still do not have zero-emission cars, while 20%
of providers manage a mixed EV fleet in ICE [57].

The most known OEM’s or independent organisations EV in Europe are [57,58]:

• Autolib is a program of City of Paris together with 63 surrounding municipalities.
It has over 4300 charging stations and 850 rental kiosks.

• Share Now was created years ago through the merger of BMW DriveNow and Daim-
ler’s car2go. The program offers the BMW i3 model and other fuel-powered variants
like the 1 Series and Mini. With 3030 e-cars in 15 markets (excluding London, where the
service is being discontinued), DriveNow has the largest e-fleet in Europe to date.
Four of those markets can boast an all-electric ShareNow fleet, namely Stuttgart,
Paris Amsterdam and Madrid. The remaining cities in the mix are Milan, Vienna,
Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Copenhagen, Rhineland, Helsinki, Budapest and Lisbon,
with these cities having varying E percentages, ranging from 2% (Milan) to 45%
(Copenhagen). Overall, share Now is on track to increase the number to at least
4000 electric vehicles.

• The car sharing provider WeShare from Volkswagen and Skoda currently operates the
biggest fleet of EVs in one market. WeShare deployed 1500 e-Golfs in Berlin and has
plans for ramping up the service to eight cities in 2020, including Paris and Madrid
and Budapest, Munich or Milan. The fleet would then amount to around 8400 electric
vehicles in total.

EV sharing providers are also proactively addressing increasingly stringent emissions
regulations as they seek to secure long-term access to city centers. Madrid has banned
the passage of ICEs within the urban area and is now only accessible to electric cars and
hybrids with an electric range of more than 40 km. It is going for one reason why the city
has become a hotspot for electric vehicle replacement. Among the first to respond were
Wible, Kia and energy company Repsol, which operates a fleet of 500 plug-in hybrids in
the Spanish capital. Zitty, Emov and Share Now also offer electric vehicles [57].

Opening up new fields has its problems. Charging large EV fleets is one of the
challenges platform operators face. Here, providers rely on two to three different pillars.
In cities like Berlin or Paris, public charging infrastructure is an integral part of charging
vehicles in the business area.

A second pillar is partnering with other private companies to install and operate
charging infrastructure. For example, WeShare has announced a strategic alliance with
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Schwarz Group, including retail chains such as Lidl and Kaufland. Both chains roll out
charging stations in their parking lots that customers can use during business hours—while
the e-car sharing provider uses the charging stations at night [57].

Renault’s Moov’in in Paris took a similar approach by partnering with ADA to operate
and charge. The vehicles are charged either at public charging points or the charging
infrastructure set up on the cooperation’s premises. ADA is a leading car rental provider
in France with several hubs and branches in and around Paris [57].

While the trend towards electric vehicles increases, cars are, of course, not the only
electric vehicles that make good sharing vehicles. While the bigger players like Share Now
and WeShare focus on providing cars per minute, smaller, local companies like Poppy in
Belgium or Aimo in Sweden show a more innovative approach by adding electric two-
wheelers to their fleets. Poppy deployed a fleet of electric mopeds and kick-scooters in
Antwerp and Brussels that users book through the same app as the car sharing service.
Recently, Denmark’s all-electric car sharing provider GreenMobility also announced plans
to launch 400 electric vehicles in Vienna. GreenMobility has signed a letter of intent with
the Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle and Touring Club to merge with the latter’s e-scooter
sharing service in the Austrian capital [57].

The first data collected shows that a multimodal fleet has synergies on user growth
and user activity. Friedel’s report [57] shows that users’ activity increased by up to 30%
for providers like Aimo or Poppy. In general, users play a significant role on the road to
larger EV fleets. It includes increasing environmental awareness and electric cars’ positive
reception when used for marketing approach in car sharing fleet electrification [59].

For understanding the social relations and economic processes of the car sharing
economy, which influenced the socioeconomic development of urban places and launching
urban sustainability, it is necessary to understand the historical events.

4.2. Urban Sustainability and Car Sharing
4.2.1. Car Sharing in Europe and Sustainability

In Europe, car sharing first appeared between 1987 and 1988 and was introduced in
1989 in Germany and Switzerland, where people almost simultaneously came up with
the idea of replacing a private car with a shared car. Later, car sharing was introduced in
Austria and Denmark in 1997. In Belgium, it has appeared since 2002, in France since 1999.
In the UK, the so-called new car sharing was introduced in 1999. In Italy, the concept has
been in use since 2009 [37]. In the 1980s, all European cities had centres open to automobile
traffic. The negative impact of traffic on the environment in the centres themselves was
already becoming apparent, and social groups began to draw attention to it and demand
action from the authorities. For example, car sharing advocates suggested that a sharing
model should be developed to reduce most households’ reliance on cars and introduce
more sustainable transport modes (thematic travel). It would take into account that people
would not be denied access to cars [60].

The time of car share launching in Germany and Switzerland coincides with the
emergence of the idea of sustainability. Thus, citizens’ initiatives emerged in cities, calling
for a change in urban development policy in line with the then-emerging concept of
sustainability, aiming at social well-being and natural harmony [61].

4.2.2. Emergence of the Urban Sustainability

Awareness of the importance of sustainable development in the urban environment
led, in 1991, to the European Union making urban sustainability one of its main objectives.
Research in the 6th and 7th Framework Programs has developed urban sustainability indi-
cators, which are considered the most effective method for assessing urban sustainability
and serve as a tool for setting several sustainability targets. However, in 2020, we do not
yet have a set of urban planning indicators or assessment, and the topic is not included
in EU policy [62]. The importance of sustainable urban indicators and urban planning
indicators can be recognised in the definition of urban sustainability of the authors Verma
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and Raghubanshi [63], who pointed out that urban sustainability includes different topics
such as biodiversity, energy, material balance, air pollution, heat island, noise pollution
and others. The indicators importance is that they show the condition of environmental
quality and, on the other, provide the framework for the development of a sustainable
urban policy, within which it is necessary to take into account, in our opinion and ac-
cordance with the fundamental concept of sustainable development, all three cores of
sustainable development, environmental sustainability, economic sustainability and social
sustainability.

Why urban planning policies are important in line with sustainable policies and the
role of transport in this is shown by the estimate that over 50% of the world’s population
now live in urban areas and this is expected to rise to 70% by 2050 [64]. There is a huge
change coming, which will affect both the millions of people moving and the cities to which
they are moving. Nevertheless, cities also offer opportunities; humans are social creatures.
We thrive in urban spaces that foster social connections. Such urbanisation change presents
a challenge to planners and developers, who see rural suburbs as an opportunity to look
at them as urban sprawl indicators [65]. Despite what some people think, urban systems
can be more environmentally sustainable than rural or suburban living, where people may
be further from each other, from essential services and the workplace. With people and
resources located so close to one another, it is possible to save energy and resources by
effectively planning services such as food transportation and mass transit systems. Cities
also benefit the economy by bringing people together in one relatively small area where
ideas can easily be generated and developed. Some experts think that cities will be the
future growth drivers, stimulating both supply and demand in the economy. Cities need
lots of things, but they can provide lots of things and employment opportunities and
economic success. However, things can go wrong in cities. If their systems are not well
organised or maintained they can have a large negative impact on the environment; they
may use large amounts of energy generated in unsustainable ways, they may scar and
poison the land and pollute the atmosphere. Technology-based on the Internet of Things
and the Internet of Everything, big data, smart mobile apps, etc., has an important role in
enabling positive outcomes for cities [66,67]. Today’s solutions will be critical in ensuring
that tomorrow’s cities represent a positive social environment based on sustainability.

In practice and the literature, various experts try to find parallels between the sustain-
able cities and smart cities [68–70]. By our opinion, a smart city comprises four key urban
aspects that are essential for achieving its sustainability (sustainable urban growth and
urban economy): (i) density (building density), (ii) mobility and connections (intelligent
urban mobility), (iii) mixing of purpose and function (condensation of functions and pro-
grams) and (iii) public space and participatory urbanism (involvement of the profession
and the public—involvement of all actors in establishing a smart city). These aspects have
to be considered and presented if the city wants to realise the urban sustainability goals.

Density is the most critical factor of a sustainable city [71]. The density factor enables
us to control the amount of development and manage the number of actors in a given space.
The building density process allows for better land use, thus preserving undeveloped land
destined for the natural environment or agriculture. The density factor within a smart city
can also be used concerning the physical location of the traffic and public transport [72].

Due to the passenger car’s affordability and the economy’s dependence on constant
economic growth, cities are developing large suburban areas, typically characterised by
low building density and/or the absence of the intertwining of various functions. Suburbs
are attractive for investment because of less complicated ownership situations (usually
vast land with few owners) and easier access to the construction process. The result is
large suburbia areas, which today are increasingly turning into post-suburbia—a mixture
of decentralisation and suburbia urbanisation [73]. The process of post-suburbanisation
and the development of smart cities (smart suburbs) could make a significant contribution
to sustainable urban planning in the future. The suburbia phenomenon is primarily
focused on car use and makes public transport uneconomical, thus removing an essential
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aspect of sustainable cities. Sustainable mobility (transport theme) today means the use
of public transport, walking and cycling (bicycle network in the city) and is seen as one
of the fundamental approaches to transform cities into sustainable cities, as in the case of
Berlin, Helsinki, Copenhagen, Vienna, etc. [74,75]. The importance of sustainable cities
also become smart is shown by the role of implementing smart technologies, enabling the
development of concepts and models such as car sharing, automated driving, on-demand
public transport, and co-travel via mobile applications, etc. [76]. Stakeholders are expected
to reach most of their daily needs and services via a smart network or on foot. Mixing
goods and services allows for another process in cities to be regulated—gentrification.
Policies on balancing interests between different stakeholders prove essential in managing
sustainable urban development [77]. Smart city systems, with their data capture and
interpretation of data (big data), better define and understand interests. A study carried
out in Rome by Mugion et. al. [78] shows that citizens consider it important that the city
has a well-developed public transport infrastructure. Thus, quality directly impacts using
public transport, which has a positive effect on citizens to use cars less and to use more
sustainable modes of transport, which includes the concept of car sharing.

Nevertheless, information and communication technology has reduced the time re-
quired for individual transactions, and people can rent cars for an hour as technological
changes have drastically simplified the process [79]. Car sharing providers in Europe also
face local legislation problems, different consumers’ behaviour and competition in local
transport. In Germany, for example, a court in Frankfurt banned Uber from operating as a
ride-hailing service in 2019 [80]. The court made this decision because, according to the
court, the mobility app Uber does not have the proper license to operate in Germany. A case
from Paris where was in 2018 came to the collapse of the French car sharing system Autolib,
which was operated on a non-profit basis. The collapse was due to increased competition
in the alternative transport sector, including hailing apps such as Uber, and poor fleet
maintenance [81].

The Deloitte research [82] about car sharing in Europe shows that it is successful
in Germany, UK, France, Switzerland, Austria, Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, Belgium,
Norway and Denmark. The use of car sharing varies in Europe, depending on the level
of car ownership and European countries’ geographical characteristics. It is important to
note that residents across Europe have begun to adopt car sharing as an alternative form
of mobility, as it allows them to retain the features of a private car, but without the cost
of ownership [82]. EU rules and air quality standards (theme policy) significantly impact
the introduction of alternative public transport and vehicles powered by alternative fuels
such as gas and electricity [83]. The use of car sharing can be considered as an alternative
sustainable mobility solution because it reduces people’s decision to drive, reduces the
number of private cars and because car sharing fleet owners increasingly choose to buy
electric cars. All these solutions have a positive effect on reduced pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions [84,85].

4.2.3. COVID-19 Impact on Car Sharing

The COVID-19 pandemic also contributed to understanding smart cities’ concept as a
sustainable city model in 2020, which led to a change in urban mobility. Cities started to
accelerate the construction of pedestrians and cyclists’ construction and prepare, together
with private partners, a new car or bike-sharing concepts in cities [86]. The outbreak
of COVID -19 in 2020 led to the closure of car sharing providers. For example, in Italy,
where car sharing is very popular, 60 to 70% of services are no longer used, while elsewhere,
e.g., in Berlin, bike-sharing has increased. It is predicted that the upswing in car sharing will
continue after the pandemic. For example, as the pandemic’s consequences are expected to
cause job losses and revenue losses in this sector, companies focus on new mobile solutions
that offer users more cost-flexible approaches (system such as the introduction of “pay-as-
you-go”) and increase payment via apps. A pandemic’s consequences are also likely to be
seen in the emergence of innovations based on micro-mobility solutions (sharing scooters,
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bicycles and scooters). It is predicted that the pandemic could promote sustainable mobility
in many polluted urban areas [87].

4.3. Ride-Hailing Practices and Changes in Urban Sustainability

The best-known provider of the ride-hailing concept in Europe is Uber. With Uber’s
relatively rapid penetration of the European market, the question arises as to why certain
cities in Europe such as London, Frankfurt, Paris, Amsterdam, Rome, Madrid and Zagreb
support a model like Uber’s. The answer can be found between city governments’ goals
to enable low-income residents and marginalised groups to access new forms of public
transportation by enabling ride-hailing practices. Ride-hailing practices enabling is also
beneficial to individuals and families who do not live near traditional public transportation
or cannot afford to live in a denser area with well-developed transit access [88–90].

However, city governments need to be aware that affordable ride-hailing services (on-
demand transportation) can significantly impact the course of urban planning, economic
development, and transportation policies of the city itself. Thus, ride-hailing services can
impact on [91,92]:

• Inhibiting transit development: the service could increase migration from densely
populated urban areas to suburbia. This situation is coming because Uber picks up
users wherever they are, and on the other hand, city subsidies make it cheaper than
other modes of transportation. Thus, Uber can also significantly impact reducing
the number of private cars and the use of public transport, which can also lead to a
change in urban planning (e.g., fewer car parks and roads, increased cycle paths and
pedestrian zones) [90,93].

• There is a declining interest in public transportation: Soon, it can be expected the
emergence of autonomous vehicles and their integration into ride-hailing services.
Such a scenario will allow self-driving vehicles to pick up and drop off people any-
where. The consequences will be a sharp decline in public transportation and the
discontinuation of mass transit expansion projects [94].

• Increasing vehicle traffic: a long-term increase in the number of vehicles in the fleets
of ride-hailing providers may translate into increased traffic in the future. Investors in
companies that provide ride-hailing services anticipate that, in the future, people will
choose to own a vehicle less and less, and therefore opt for the ease and technological
advancements of ride-hailing services that allow them to reach their desired destina-
tion. In the short term, there is a possibility that cities will face increased urban traffic
and congestion due to the increased interest in ride-hailing services.

Cities need to address these development concepts and pursue developing a multi-
modal environment where ride-hailing services are only one of the other forms of develop-
ment.

After considering the positive changes that ride-hailing services can cope with, it is
necessary to analyse this service’s negative consequences in European cities.

4.4. Criticism of the Sharing Economy and Ride-Hailing Practices

By sharing economy as an economic system (theme economy), it should not be ignored
that venture capital plays an important role in developing sharing business models. It is the
owners of venture capital who have become the biggest players in the sharing economy and
have gained considerable power in the global economy with the help of their rise. The ac-
tors have gained such power in the global economy by influencing information asymmetry
and the lack of control between the platform and the participants and promoting growing
inequality concerns [95]. All of this has led researchers such as Slee [96] and Scholz [97]
to argue that the sharing economy has nothing to do with sharing itself. Calo and Rosen-
blat [98] even point out that it is a business model that takes away its customers. In effect,
its owners gain more value from participants while presenting themselves to the outside
world as a socially oriented business. Based on these views, Srnicek [99] writes that this
new phenomenon of the sharing economy and its business models are better described as
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“a form of platform capitalism” representing the phenomenon of Uber’s so-called social
costs. Uber practices from different countries, and for which it is even banned in many,
are mainly [100]:

• violation of labour legislation (mainly because it does not recognise the status of
employees as drivers, regardless of the amount of work they perform);

• violation of legislation setting traffic/workplace safety standards;
• the vulnerability of Uber drivers and customer databases.

The Uber practices include also avoiding paying a fair share of taxes whenever possible.
Furthermore, above all, they avoid any responsibility to drivers by not admitting that he is
acting as an employer. It must be pointed out that the state should pay attention to citizens’
concerns, as Uber is one of those companies that profit from lowering labour standards
and precarious work practices [101]. All of this represents a step away from sustainable
thinking and represents a gradual disintegration of welfare state systems. Of course, Uber
is not the only example of such changes in the labour market; it is neither the first nor the
last, as the flexibility of the workforce has become part of everyday life. Therefore, it is
essential to open a wider debate—which should also include the general public—on the
direction in which things are evolving in work and where we as a society want them to
go [102].

There is no problem in application development. However, all that Uber presents as a
platform for exploiting workers by denying its role as an employer is not good. The purpose
of technology and advancement is to improve people’s lives without making them worse.

5. Conclusions

The sharing economy is a quite young economic system. In this system, property and
services are shared between individuals. Companies operating in the sharing economy
have enabled and provided people with a new way of buying and using everyday products
and services. Today, the term sharing economy is used to describe an online marketplace
that allows users to offer and buy any goods or services. Therefore, in the global market,
a new form of competition has emerged for traditional companies. These are the online
start-ups of the sharing economy. These web platforms connect people who own a new
property with people who want to rent that property for a short period. The type of
property these start-ups work with is very different, and it is free time for everyday tasks
(example: TaskRabbit, Fiverr), free time and cars for driving people (example: Uber, Lyft).
It is important to keep in mind that the sharing economy has boomed incredibly as part
of the fourth industrial revolution (after 2011). Therefore, it is no longer a discussion
of a monolithic phenomenon, but rather a series of different digital and cyber-physical
platforms, business models and transactions [103]. Based on the research carried out,
we can assess the gaps in knowledge regarding the procedures of article selection, analysis
feature and the purpose of the analysed results.
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